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Havin g St u den t s Collect an d An alyze Dat a t o Iden t if y
Solu t ion s an d M ak e In f or m ed Decision s
Many projects students could engage in involve
collecting data, and then analyzing it to visualize
problems and suggest solutions or make informed
decisions. Spreadsheets and statistical analysis software
are the go to applications for accomplishing this kind of
task. Excel from Microsoft is probably the most used
spreadsheet in the world at this time. Let's begin this
section with a short demonstration of a teacher using
Excel to analyze class data he's collected. Of course,
students can use these same functions for data they're
working with. Watch the video, "Using Excel to Analyze
Student Data."
Even though this standard focuses on having students
collect and analyze data to identify solutions and make
informed decisions, this is a critical skill for teachers to
have (and to model). Watch the video, "Sharing Data to
Create Stronger Parent Partnerships."
Some schools collect data on student absenteeism,
grades, rule infraction incidents, etc., to look for trends
that indicate that a student is starting to fall through the
cracks to being a dropout. By pinpoint trends in their
early stages, schools can provide remediation and help
before it becomes a big problem.
A students view of collecting and analyzing data would
be very similar, but geared around other projects they
are doing, or problems they are trying to solve. Let's
look at some examples, and I'll suggest a few tools that
are readily available for them to use. Watch the videos,
"Applying Math Skills to a Real-World Problem," and
"Real-World Problem Solving Finding Solutions Through
Projects."
The videos demonstrate schools where students are
deeply engaged in projects or solving problems. How
could data collection and analysis be used in the scenes
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you viewed? Can you think of ways you can involve your
students in project-based or problem-based learning
experiences that require data collection?
"Surveys are an excellent way to integrate a variety of
mathematical concepts. Surveys enable students to
compute basic statistics like the mean, median, and
mode as well as chart results in the form of frequency
(or bar) charts and pie charts. Also, students can
calculate the ratio of those surveyed to a larger group
such as the entire school. For example, if 25 of the 100
students surveyed liked 7-Up, then you could expect
that 200 of the 800 students in the school would also
like 7-Up if you surveyed a representative sample of
students in the first place. What constitutes a good
sample is another issue that you can discuss as part
these lessons." (Source)
Let's look at a few technology tools that are freely
available for students to collect and analyze data...
Open -Sou r ce R: R is open-source, free statistical
analysis software. ?R includes virtually every data
manipulation, statistical model, and chart that the
modern data scientist could ever need. You can easily
find, download and use cutting-edge
community-reviewed methods in statistics and
predictive modeling from leading researchers in data
science, free of charge.
Other data analysis tools:
Excel - Microsoft's commercial spreadsheet software
with statistical analysis functions built into it.
Google Sh eet s - Google's free collaborative spreadsheet
software (Google account required)
Google For m s - allows you to create a free survey, and
data returned is tallied into a summary, as well as the
individual responses.
Kid Zon e Cr eat e-a-Gr aph - an easy, online graph
builder - it's free.
To conclude this article, its purpose is to spark some
ideas how you can help students collect and analyze
data to identify solutions and/or make informed
decisions. What ideas or thoughts have you had about
doing this in your own classroom or situation?
Author: Nathan Smith, Director of Technology Integration:
Utah State University
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Doodle: Par en t Teach er Con f er en ces
ITSE TEACHER STANDARD 3-B
Collaborate with students, peers,
parents, and community
members using digital tools and
resources to support student
success and innovation.
GOAL
As teachers we want to be able to
arrange parent teacher
conferences or meetings so
everyone has a chance to
participate. This can be very time
consuming and difficult
considering the number of
students and variety of schedules
between teacher, student, and
parents. This tech goal is to use
Doodle to eliminate the time and
stress of organizing everyone's
schedules so student success is
the focus.

by Emily Gonzalez

TECHNOLOGY INVOLVED
Doodle is an on-line site that allows anyone to create polls and
events for personal and professional use. You can register as a
creator for FREE or upgrade to a paid version with more
resources. Those who participate in the polls only need the link
or an e-mail invite. Doodle works great for organizing multiple
and contrasting schedules in an easy and effortless manner. All
you do is set up your event or poll name, write a description,
and select the criteria and invite! This can work wonders for
Parent Teacher conferences or school events in general.
ADDITIONAL HELP
Doodle is both easy for the creator and those participating in
the poll or event. If you are interested in more information
about Doodle click the image below to watch a short video
about Doodle's potential in your classroom! To read a second
review and receive step by step help to create in creating your
own doodle creation click here.

M Y EXPERIENCE
I was introduced to Doodle a year
ago when I received an invite to
schedule an interview and since
then have seen it repeatably
used by educational
professionals. And with good
reason! It takes the stress and
tedious details away from
scheduling and keeps things
focused on what is important!

Cor k t h e Volcan o - Pu zzlet s
Cork The Volcano ? Puzzlets is a hands-on programming game that works with
your phone or tablet. One of Puzzlet's mantras is "plan, program, play."
Elementary students make a plan to help Rus the Dinosaur and his friends
stop an erupting volcano from destroying Pear Island. They build a program
out of real Puzzlet pieces in the Play Tray and then play, or run the program,
to see what happens on their device. (Source) Price: Free Grades: K-5
Platforms: Android, iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch
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Sw eet Sear ch : A Sear ch
En gin e f or St u den t s
By Forrest Jensen
http://www.sweetsearch.com
Sweet Search is a FREE search engine that is
designed for middle school and high school
students' research projects. It contains
information from over 35,000 sites that have
relevant and accurate educational data. It was
made by the same people who made
findingdulcinea.com.
The goal of Sweet Search is to give more
structure to finding relevant information than
Google or any of the other search browsers.
It has many useful features. some of these
include being able to read documents in a pop
up window instead of losing your place while
browsing.
Three or more paragraphs are displayed in the
browser to make it easier to spot better sources
and sites without going to all of them.
How t o u se it :
This tool is primarily designed as a research
search engine for students. It is a great tool to
use in question/answer learning. In this type of
learning project the student comes up with a
relevant question about the material in class
(something that they would like to truly know the
answer to) for deeper understanding. It doesn't
matter if the instructor does or does not know
the answer. The student brainstorms ideas and
theories on what the answer could be and
researches those individual topics to see if they
can find a study or article that answers their
question or shows a link that it may be the same
in their specific question.

the sky blue. It is fairly easy to use, and the
articles presented seem to be applicable to my
search and correct in their information. It is a
simple but powerful tool. It has lots of potential
and I hope they continue to add great sites to
it.

The things they learn can be applied in their own
searches for answers using traditional search
engines.
M y exper ien ce:
I found it to have articles that explain a wide
variety of things; from quantum physics to why is
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Cr eat in g a M or e Ef f ect ive Classr oom Usin g Sch oology
By Heather Davis
https://www.schoology.com/
ISTE Standard 3 for Students: Research and
information fluency : Students apply digital tools to
gather, evaluate, and use information.
1. Evaluate and select information sources
and digital tools based on the
appropriateness to specific tasks
2. Process data and report results

Wh at exact ly is Sch oology?
The main purpose of Schoology is to save teachers
and students time and effort by creating an online
database where everything they need is at their
disposal. Schoology is a FREE Learning
Management System (LMS) software that is easily
understandable and easy to use.
Feat u r es of Sch oology
-

Goals f or u sin g Sch oology
-

-

-

-

Schoology is a FREE online learning
management system. It gives educators the
ability to customize their classroom
learning using online software that is
compatible with most computer, tablet, or
mobile devices.
Schoology is a great tool that educators can
use for implementing assignments,
assessments, and homework effectively. It
gives an educator the ability to correct
assignments, assign homework, and assess
student understanding all in one place.
Schoology gives students a sense of
personal responsibility along with the
ability to personally or peer assess one
another. Students have a place to view past
and upcoming assignments while also
having the ability to complete assignments,
quizzes, and homework all in one
convenient location.
The overall goal of Schoology in the
classroom is to give students access to
more resources, materials, and a way to
collaborate with teachers and peers. The
goal for teachers is to create a simpler,
more effective way of implementing
homework assignments, communicate with
students and/or parents, assess student
understanding, and a simpler form of
progress monitoring.

-

Easily accessible: Schoology is available to
download on a number of devices:
Computers (Desktop, Chrome book, or
Laptop), tablets (iPads, Kindle Fire, and
Android), and mobile devices (Android
devices, iPhone). And can be found here:
https://www.schoology.com/
Inst ruct ional Tools: Schoology gives
educators the ability to create assignments
and lessons based on new or past course
material. Educators are also able to grade
student work and give feedback as students
complete their work.
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-

Schoology gives educators the ability to
track individual students in order to identify
specific student learning needs and
abilities. You can also track student
engagement and performance

-

Schoology allows students, faculty, and
administration to effectively communicate
with one another with mass-updates,
notifications, and more.
One of the favorite features of Schoology is
the built-in assessments. Educators have
the ability to create tests and quizzes that
are completely customizable to the
student?s current abilities or understanding.
Schoology allows educators to use a variety
of pre-connected apps to import or export
content, but also to discover new ways to
engage students in their learning.

-

-
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-

Schoology takes all of these great features
and creates a great way for teachers to
improve their instruction by viewing data
and assessments, all in one place!

ability to view extra resources through the
classroom LMS site in which they can study the
content more thoroughly or explore the content
they wish to learn more about.
Schoology will give me the ability to collaborate
with other educators, but also involve parents in
their student?s learning. It gives an educator the
ability to build a learning community that extends
from the classroom to the student?s home.

How t o u se Sch oology
Tutorials on overall use of Schoology can be found
here: http://bit.ly/2ff12co This link will take you to
a YouTube channel in which you can find multiple
tutorials on how to use Schoology, these include
Logging on, Changing your Password, Linking
Google Drive, Setting up and Navigating your
Calendar, etc.
Usin g sch oology in m y ow n classr oom
As a future educator, I plan on using Schoology as
the main learning ?hub?. It is a great way to make a
lot less work for myself so that I am able to focus
more on content knowledge rather than the
content itself. I plan on using this software to not
only design and teach fully involved lessons, but
also to assess where my students are at all times.
This will give me the ability to tailor my lessons
according to student needs and understanding,
thus making each day tailored to the students
themselves. This will make learning more
individualized and meaningful to students as well.
I also plan on using Schoology to set up a way for
students to communicate and collaborate with
each other, as well as the instructor (that?s me!) at
all times. This gives students a way to peer teach
as well as build a community within the classroom.

M y per son al exper ien ce u sin g Sch oology
Schoology is something that I just recently decided
to try. It was easy to download and very easy to
navigate. The home page is easily customizable to
the teacher ?s wants or needs. It was easy to watch
the tutorials and learn how to make assignments,
which you can group into other folders so that you
can stay organized by lesson plan. It also allows
teachers to create a social-media feel, while in a
safe environment. It reminded me a lot of the
home page of many social media pages where
individuals can update information and post on
the ?wall?, however, only students or the teacher
can post information. There is also a place where
teachers can post extra resources for students if
they need or want to explore information further. I
thought the best part of the software was the
multiple forms of assessments. You can create
quizzes, tests, pop-quizzes, assignments, etc. All
the information from these is kept as data and
recorded. You can view student performance
individually or overall as a class. I found this to be
the best resource for educators because this is
information you can apply instantly after grading
assignments, thus being able to adjust your lesson
the next day. o The only issue that I had with
Schoology was that it sometimes froze while I was
using it on my tablet, however, this was easily
remedied by refreshing the page. I would definitely
recommend this software to any and all teachers,
administrators, whomever! It is a great way to
implement structure, high expectations, give or
receive feedback, and give students a sense of
personal responsibility for their learning.

I want students to have access to their learning
and their classroom at all times. Schoology gives
me the ability to do this. If a student needs extra
help with a certain subject, they will have the
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Fr ee NASA Edu cat or Pr of ession al Developm en t Webin ar s
NASA Tech n ology in You r Classr oom : M ission
Im agin at ion -- Hear t t o Hear t

webinar. Register online to participate.
https://www.etouches.com/203857

Au dien ce: Pre-service, In-service, Home School and
Informal Educators of Grades 6-8

Teach er s Con n ect : LaRC Cen t en n ial Badge
Webin ar

Even t Dat e: Nov. 1, 2016, at 5 p.m. EDT

Au dien ce: Pre-service, In-service, Home School and
Informal Educators of Grades 6-8

Step into the role of NASA flight surgeons with this
innovative TI-Nspire? activity that helps your students
understand the science of how life in the microgravity
of space affects the human heart. Developed by NASA
and Texas Instruments for middle grades life science
and high school biology, ?Heart to Heart? looks back to
the earliest days of the U.S. space program; at NASA?s
ongoing Human Research Program aboard the
International Space Station; and forward to a manned
Mars mission. Register online to participate.
https://www.etouches.com/199052

NASA Tech n ology in You r Classr oom :
Explor at ion an d Discover y Usin g NASA Space
Place
Au dien ce: Pre-service, In-service, Home School and
Informal Educators of Grades K-8
Even t Dat e: Nov. 1, 2016, at 6:30 p.m. EDT
Use NASA Space Place to explore and discover
technology. Learn how humans and computers
communicate. Explore the binary and hexadecimal
systems and how engineers use them to translate
spacecraft data into images. Explore the difference
between natural and artificial satellites, and use images
taken by robotic spacecraft and telescopes to
understand Earth's place in space. This series has 16
learning modules. Register online to participate.
https://www.etouches.com/203255

NASA Tech n ology in You r Classr oom : Space
Telescopes
Au dien ce: Pre-service, In-service, Home School and
Informal Educators of Grades 6-12
Even t Dat e: Nov. 2, 2016, at 6 p.m. EDT
Explore the past, present and future of NASA space
telescopes, which expand our understanding of the
solar system and the universe beyond. The session will
focus on the Hubble Space Telescope and the James
Webb Space Telescope. NASA STEM curriculum, online
resources and the Next Generation Science Standards,
or NGSS, will be integrated in this "out of this world"

Even t Dat e: Nov. 3, 2016, at 4 p.m. EDT
This webinar will focus for the first half-hour on clouds
and their role in Earth?s ?energy budget? and on
implementation ideas using GLOBE for different types
of classroom settings as part of Earth Right Now: LaRC
100th digital badge. We also will talk about student
badge implementations, extension ideas and extra
resources. The second half-hour will be very similar but
centered on the engineering design process using the
Drag Race to Mars Engineering Design Challenge as part
of Journey to Mars: LaRC 100th digital badge. This
portion of the webinar will focus on forces and motion
and math calculations using paper airplanes and testing
different materials as part of Aeronautics: LaRC 100th
digital badge. This webinar meets requirements of
teacher discussions within the NASA Langley 100th
EPDC digital badges. To learn more about the Langley
100th digital badges, login to
https://nasatxstate-epdc.net/ and search for LaRC
100th. Register online to participate.
https://www.etouches.com/207888

NASA Tech n ology in You r Classr oom : BEST
Gr een Pr opellan t In f u sion M ission (GPIM )
Au dien ce: Pre-service, In-service, Home School and
Informal Educators of Grades K-12
Even t Dat e: Nov. 3, 2016, at 6:30 p.m. EDT
Participants will learn about how technology drives
exploration. Using the Beginning Engineering Science
and Technology, or BEST, curriculum, participants will
learn how to use the engineering design process to
build a satellite and test green propellant. Participants
also will learn about current research at NASA?s
Armstrong Flight Research Center in California. This
educational activity aligns to NASA Education API 2.4.2 -Continue to support STEM educators through the
delivery of NASA education content and engagement in
educator professional development opportunities.
Register online to participate.
https://www.etouches.com/205661
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PowToon: Using PowToon as a Presentation Alternative
by Heidi Esplin: Technology & Graphics
Arts Teacher

ISTE STANDARDS
1) Facilitate and inspire student
learning and creativity

Promote, support, and model
creative and innovative thinking and
inventiveness
2) Design and develop digital age
learning experiences and
assessments.

1- Design or adapt relevant learning
experiences that incorporate digital
tools and resources to promote
learning and creativity.
2 - Develop technology-enriched
learning environments that enable all
students to pursue their individual
curiosities and become active
participants in setting their own
educational goals, managing their
own learning, and addressing their
own progress.
3 - Customize and personalize
learning activities to address
students' diverse learning styles,
working strategies, and abilities using
digital tools and resources.
4 - Provide students with multiple
and varied formative and summative
assessments aligned with technology
standards, and use resulting data to
inform learning and teaching.
3) Model digital age work and
learning

1- Demonstrate fluency in technology
systems and the transfer of current
knowledge to new technologies and
situations

2 - Collaborate with students, peers,
parents, and community members
using digital tools and resources to
support student success and
innovation

PowToon is a great alternative to the typical presentation software.
Create animations to enhance your presentation and wow your
audience.

GOALS
Alternative to Powerpoint, Slides or Prezi presentations. Also, an
alternative to Adobe Flash to animate movies. Free user-friendly web
browser online application that can turn any boring presentation to
engaging students with animated videos.

WHAT IS POWTOON?
PowToon is FREE to register and use immediately! With a PowToon
account you can create as many animated videos as you want to!
There's no limit! You can use the PowToon video animation software
program for anything you want
to:
Create promotional
videos
Use it for educational
content
Create engaging
presentations
Use it for video
marketing
and much more...
PowToon is the best animation video software around! It's so
easy-to-use that you can create your own extremely professional
videos within just 30-40 minutes without any design or technical skills.
Also, they give you full rights to use their videos in any way you want to
(even commercial usage is allowed). Simply go over to
http://www.powtoon.com... and sign up for a FREE PowToon account.
(Information from Animation Video Factory)

COMMUNITY
Share your amazing presentations with multiple social media
platforms, embedded options, external links and email.

RESOURCES: TUTORIALS

ASSESSM ENT

How to Inspire Your Students with PowToon PowToon 4Education by PowToon on YouTube

PowToon Tutorial 2016 by Joseph Breisch on
YouTube

PowToon Tutorial by Kasia King on YouTube

Learn How To Make An Animated Video In Under 10
Minutes by PowToon on YouTube

The online web application is easy to use
and it made my presentations more
interesting and engaging for the students.
It was fairly easy for me to get going and
creating a presentation. You can access
presentations on a desktop or compatible
device. It is very user friendly, all you need
to do is select options, drag and drop onto
the screen and customize. However , if a
user has no video editing background,
there are some features that could go
unnoticed. In addition, the free package is
more like a free trial period than a free
account with some features missing. To be
able to achieve a basic animated video,
you will need to obtain one of the
packages. The education package has
really good discounts for teachers and
their students, but it does come at a cost.

PowToon Free Mini-Tutorials
PowToon's Awesome Blog > Tutorials
More available on YouTube

PERSONAL GOALS
I wanted to have a tool that I could use in
my classroom to make my presentations
more interesting. I am a graphic designer
and I know how to animate, however being
a teacher it doesn't give me enough time
to design my own animations for
presentations.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

h t t p:/ / Pow t oon .com

I came across this amazing tool when
trying to find an alternative to Adobe
Flash. I first started to use this tool to
introduce myself at the beginning of the
semester and to enhance my class
discussions. I then introduced it to my
students in my various classes for different
lessons. I introduced this tool in Computer
Tech and my Digital Photography class as
an alternative to Google Slides. I also
introduced this tool to my digital media
class when we started our 2D animation
discussions. The tool is free and easy to
use, the students loved using the tool
however, they learned my secret to my
animated presentations.
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Cr eat e-A-Gr aph by Kelsey Hartle
The age group that my tool will benefit most is those
whom are of an older age in elementary school. The
tool I feel will benefit those most from third grade to
fifth grade. This tool is for the older age groups because
the students will be able to study research topics,
complete surveys and quizzes, make graphs that show
the results of those surveys and quizzes, and be able to
share the data.
ISTE St an dar d 3 f or St u den t s: Students apply digital
tools to gather, evaluate, and use information.
Subsection 4. Process data and report results.
In t er pr et at ion of t h e St an dar ds
For students to learn and show what they have learned
effectively they must be able to gather information
about a topic they have been given. Then complete
surveys and quizzes about the topic, evaluate all the
information they have learned, and then make a graph
that shows what they researched and learned.

St u den t En gagem en t
The tool I found for my students to complete this
standard is on the website, Kids?Zone. This website is
for the National Center for Education Statistics.
https://nces.ed.gov/nceskids/
Upon reaching this home page teachers can click the
tab Graph that is shown at the top of the homepage
and this takes them to a page that has explanations for
graphs and a help page. From there the students can
click on the pictures of the different graphs to complete

a graph. Those looking to go straight to the creating a
graph and not looking at other options the website has
can also click on this link.
https://nces.ed.gov/nceskids/createagraph/
To use this website effectively, the students would need
to complete a project. In my classroom I would assign
each child a topic, or if they can think of one on their
own that has the same main topic of our research they
can choose their own. After being given their topic the
students will first complete research on their topics.
They can use the Internet, books, articles, or anything
else they can find to complete the research. After they
complete research on their topic they will need to think
of a question they can ask others that will provide them
with numerical data, one of the choices they have been
given, or yes or no answers. For example, a student
could be researching ice cream. The question to ask
others for data could be ?What is your favorite kind of
ice cream?? The student could have 4 main options on
their graph and then list the others that are given under
others. Upon completing surveys for data the students
will be able to evaluate their data and complete a graph
on Create A Graph.
For the example of ice cream, I would use a pie graph.
But as you can tell from the picture above, there are
many options of graphs available; including, bar, pie,
line, area, or XY graphs. In order to fully show this
example my options for my data collections would be
chocolate, vanilla, cookie dough, mint, and then if
someone were to tell me another ice cream flavor it
would be labeled under other. The students have many
options when choosing a graph. For a pie graph they
can choose what kind of shading, the style and
background color, and if the graph is 2D or 3D.
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The next step in creating a graph is to enter the data the students
have collected. They can at this time name their graph and enter the
values of data for each option that was given.
The next step is to personalize the graph a little more if the students
would like, then click preview to make sure all the data is right, and
then they can print their results.
After the students print their results they can display the data for
others to see or present it to parents, other students, and teachers.
Assessm en t
This assignment will not be assessed in the ?normal?way like a test.
The assessment will just be by looking through their research, data,
and graphs they have made. If they were able to find new
information, collect data, and provide it in the correct way and
accurately they will have accomplished what they needed to for this
assignment.
Tech n ology En h an cem en t
This tool is mainly meant to be used on a computer or a laptop.
Because this is not an app I do not think it would work effectively on
iPads. The website is free and easy to access.
Tu t or ials
This website is easy to use and completely kid friendly. Tutorials are
available. When clicking on this link, it walks one through how to use
every little option on this website.
One can also click this link that takes them to YouTube and shows a
video that will walk them through how to use the website.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9Mmo1wCj78
I quite liked using Create a Graph and felt it was very easy to use. I
think that the older grades in elementary school can use it easily and
will enjoy using it. I think it will be effective in a classroom and the
students will more fully understand collecting data and evaluating
data.
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Nat ion al Scien ce Fou n dat ion's East Asia an d Pacif ic
Su m m er In st it u t es Fellow sh ip Pr ogr am
The National Science Foundation is accepting applications for its East Asia and Pacific Summer Institutes, or EAPSI,
Fellowship Program. This program provides U.S. graduate students in science, engineering and education with an
opportunity to spend eight weeks during the summer conducting research at one of seven host locations in East Asia
and the Pacific. Host locations are Australia, China, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Singapore and Taiwan. The program
is a collaboration between NSF and counterpart agencies in each host location.
EAPSI is open to graduate students who are U.S. citizens or permanent residents and are enrolled in a
research-oriented master 's or doctoral program in science or engineering. Applicants must propose a research
project in a science, technology, engineering or mathematics field supported by NSF. Applicants identify and contact
host researchers on their own prior to submitting their EAPSI proposals. Lists of prospective host institutions are
available at the opportunity website.
NSF provides EAPSI Fellows with a $5,000 stipend and roundtrip airplane ticket to the host location. The program's
foreign counterparts provide in-country living expenses and accommodations. (Arrangements vary by host location.)
The application submission deadline for summer 2017 is Nov. 10, 2016.
For additional information about the program, including location-specific handbooks, a How to Apply guide, and
helpful tips for applicants, visit www.nsf.gov/eapsi.
Questions about this fellowship opportunity should be directed to eapsi@nsf.gov.

NASA?s Lan gley Resear ch
Cen t er Cen t en n ial St u den t Ar t
Con t est
Calling all artists, grades K-12!
On July 17, 2017, NASA's Langley Research Center in Hampton,
Virginia, will turn 100 years old! To celebrate, Langley invites you to
take part in its Centennial Art Contest. The theme for this year 's
contest is ?A Storied Legacy, A Soaring Future.?
The contest is open to all children in grades K-12 who are attending
public, private, parochial and homeschools in the United States.
Artwork entries may consist of drawings, paintings, mixed media
and digital creations.
A grand prize winner will be chosen from all contest entries. A first
place winner will be chosen from each grade level, as well as
second place, third place and honorable mention. Each entry will
receive a certificate of participation.
The art contest submission period begins Nov. 1, 2016, and
concludes on Dec. 31, 2016, at m idn igh t EST.
For more information, visit https://artcontest.larc.nasa.gov/.
Please direct questions about this contest to Kristina Cors at
larc-art-contest@mail.nasa.gov.
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Im age Resou r ces Teach er s can Use!
20 Fr ee Sit es f or
Aw esom e Social M edia
Im ages
Dara Fontein posted a blog post on Hootsuite
entitled 20 Free Sites for Awesome Social Media
Images. Below are the sites. Visit the blog post
for details on each one.
-

Gratisography
IM Free
Pixabay
Picjumbo
Unsplash
Morguefile
Stockvault
Negative Space
Lock and Stock Photos
Kaboompics
FancyCrave
StockSnap
Startup Stock Photos
Splitshire
Life of Pix
Pexels
Jay Mantri
ISO Republic
New Old Stock
Free Refe

St ock Ph ot o Resou r ces
-

PublicDomainPictures.net
RGBStock
High Resolution Stock
The morgue file
Photogen - absolutely free stock images
Jeyjoo Gallery
Free Digital Photos
Every Stock Photo is a free image search engine
Pics4Learning
FreeImages.com, the leading FREE stock photo site!
Deviantart.com's Resources and Stock Images section
Stock Free Images
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